
  






It is 1844, in Europe... 
The Holy Empire of Germania has long since shattered into some forty or more independent states.  
These states maintain a federation of mutual defense. Though their populations move towards a unified  
Germany, most states of the country are ruled by authoritarian Monarchs. These Monarchs retain their  
power by the force of their militaries, their secret police, their censorship, and by the structures of  
those select few that have been taken into their inner councils.  
King R______ the second of Ruritania is such a King.  
 
The king's regime is both opposed and supported, at turns, by the factions of his own kingdom.  His  
own guard regiments maintain proud traditions leading them to disparate acts - some sadistic  
and brutal, some harboring those he himself would see hunted and destroyed.   The nobles of 
 the court speak forth for the king's policies, but among their ranks, among the eldest and most 
 true of the lineages, there hide those who channel the bleak authority and hideous majesty 
 of the first founders of the land itself. The church searches itself for heretics, whose works  
abound, but whose faces are hidden. The skilled workers, who benefit from the regime's  
economy, are host to those who bind the remnants of souls into gadgetry of their devising.  
The common peasants sit beneath the notice of all, and their elders spin stories that teach  
powerful skills to those who would listen.  
 
Somewhere in the night, bribes have been passed from noble hands to cruel ones.  
Prostitutes gather around a single door, through which hunted fugitives pass,  
grateful of the falsity. Illicit tomes, banned on pain of death, are carried down  
a winding stair. Sacramental wine is passed from the hands of heretic to  
necromancer to wise woman. Stolen candles are lit, faces revealed;  
eyes that speak of knowledge learned at too high a price,  
of depths both painful and pleasurable.  
 
Thoughts are spoken in the dark, murmured over. Talk of desperate  
skirmishes, of flights of rapture, of revolution and negotiation. Bombs and  
guns, arrests and tortures, are listed; there are bitter recriminations, naming  
artifacts and speaking of the getting and keeping 
 of blasphemous works.  
 
Two words are used most often.  Freedom.  Sorcery.  



A Cruel Regime 
The populace of Ruritania has divided opinions on many things, 
but more than any other issue, they cannot agree on one view of 
their own government.   Ruritania has been a Monarchy for as 
long as it has existed, and survived the collapse of the Holy   
Empire of Germania based purely on the strength of it’s ancient 
traditions of and familial lines. 
    In recent days, tradition has not served the people of              
Ruritania nearly as well as it once did.  King R______ rules the 
country as a brutal and paranoid  absolutist monarch - and he is 
supported by a large and powerful apparatus.  Some 
few nobles, mainly those of newer families, are 
involved in his plans for progress and profit 
from them.  His elite personal guard have 
an impeccable history of loyalty, 
though their age is beginning to 
show as their recruitment slows.  
His secret police, on the other 
hand, are growing swiftly , their 
terrible repute   doing nothing 
to slow the rumors of profits 
and bribes to be made within 
their ranks.  Those who favor 
the traditions of Ruritania 
over the concept  of German 
unity also support the crown, 
though many doubt the 
worth of the one who wears it.  
The King himself receives 
some aid from foreign powers 
as well, including a great many  
Austrian and Russian diplomats. 
 

A Sorcerous Revolt 
 Discontent has been fermenting only a 
few years in Ruritania, but it gains power 
at great speed.   Many citizens are German 
nationalists at heart, and disenfranchised nobles, 
liberals, radicals, and anarchists, are gathering.    
     Perhaps more disturbing, five ancient “secret societies” have 
broken ranks in the last decade - the younger members have 
begun printing their knowledge, disseminating it so that it can 
be learned by others.   The once-obscure powers of sorcery are 
loose in Ruritania.   Some deny sorcery,  some burn its books, and 
some study secretly.   The five societies grow larger and less co-
hesive, as they deal with self-initiated members, rogue thieves, 
and a thousand others. 
 

T he Nine Doctrines 
Stability, tradition, reform, tension, seclusion, education, unity, 
dignity, and revolution; these nine “doctrines” are catch-phrases 
for current political outlooks.  While no person fits any of them 
perfectly, these are the larger movements of the day. 

Stability 
Stability, in Ruritania, is a political viewpoint that advocates 
faith in the King to see the people through the current times.   
Those who advocate this viewpoint often point to the recent 
explosion of sorcerous beliefs as the cause of all the Kingdom’s 
troubles, painting those who question the regime as godless, 
heathen, or heretical.   Outspoken  adherents of stability are 
often advanced quickly within the regime itself, so many       
pretend to this ethos even if they do not believe in it.    

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “The traditions of yesterday will see the people of   
today through the problems of tomorrow.  Keep faith 

with God and the King, and they will keep 
faith with you.” 

 

Tradition 
Politically, believers in tradition 
simply want everything to go 
back to “the way it was”; most  
believe that the decrees of the 
current monarch are justified 
to some extent, given that the 
current state of unrest is 
linked strongly to the rise of 
visible sorcery.   Sorcerous 
traditionalists have gone far 
enough to help the regime 
find and arrest  revolutionist 
members within their own         
societies, an action held by 
most sorcerers, even their    
sometimes allies among the   
reformers, to be both disloyal and 

repulsively weak. 

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “These new ideas of yours 
will fade; our most ancient methods and 

structures are ancient precisely because 
they can withstand the tests of changing times.” 

 

Reform 
The philosophy of reform accepts modernization in every sense.  
Believers in reform are often young, but a few older members 
occasionally cross into this political territory.  In effect, reform is 
a belief that Ruritania should maintain the monarchy, the      
societies, and all the strength of tradition.   However, the rise of 
sorcery and the emergence of new technologies will eventually 
force change - better to embrace that change, merging old and 
new.   Many reformers actively work with the regime, but     
gravitate to areas of work where the government is creating, 
rather than destroying.   

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “The wisdom of tradition, the revelations of sorcery, 
and the power of steam.  With these tools, we can accomplish 
all things.  Why reject one when we can have them all?” 

„Ruritania is a Powderkeg, and everybody is carrying torches.‰ 
-Sir Benjamin Baugh, A Ruritainian Report  



Tension 
Tension is only marginally a political standpoint; though it does 
encompass more than half of Ruritania’s citizens.  Simply put, 
tension is a reference state for those who either do not believe in 
sorcery, or do not have an opinion on sorcerous morality.  
Equally, the large portions of the population that do not have 
developed ideas on sorcery almost always avoid, and turn a 
blind eye to, any discussion of the righteousness or evils of the 
regime and revolution. 

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “You chose to fight.   I didn’t.  You want things to be 
better; I just want things to be over.  Leave me out of your war, 
your revolution, your pogrom.” 

 

Seclusion 
Seclusion, as a whole, is the political        
philosophy of keeping sorcery and the 
politics of the day separated.   Those 
who speak in favor of seclusion 
believe strongly that sorcerous 
study should be strictly limited 
to the societies that have 
maintained it for so long.  
However, some believers in 
seclusion believe that the 
societies themselves should 
grow to encompass a much 
larger percentage of the 
population, while others 
would prefer that the 
societies regain control 
over their teachings, and 
then allow their numbers 
to regress back to a “more 
reasonable” state. 

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “To insist on using 
sorcery as a political 
weapon is to attempt to 
make sorcerers into rulers.  In 
the end, this will always result 
in greater persecution.”  

 

Education 
A movement slowly increasing in numbers, the 
advocates of education believe that the advent of 
sorcery as something that is known outside of a few secretive 
cabals will inevitably act as a great turning point in history.  
Those who take to this philosophy disseminate magical lore as 
widely and freely as possible, working hidden presses to print 
out works of magic.  Educators rarely work actively for either 
the king’s forces or those of the revolution. 

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “Their government, your resistance; both of them will 
wither away under the forces of change that sorcery will 
bring to the world.” 

Unity 
Primarily a movement among the ’mundane’ population, unity is 
a belief in the unification of all German states.  A liberal       
viewpoint, unity is linked in the common mind with the ideals of  
free speech, religious liberty and women's emancipation.  Many 
believers in unity also believe in the virtues of greater              
industrialization.   Unity is often associated with atheism, and 
sometimes with cause.  Many people combine this ethos with 
that of either seclusion or revolution, reflecting their beliefs on 
sorcery and it’s recent rise to prominence. 

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “Man and woman, Prussian and Ruritanian, we are one 
people.  Let us act as such, speak as such, think as such.” 
 

Dignity 
Primarily a movement among older, more 

established user of sorcery, dignity is a 
belief that magic is best kept in the 
hands of the ancient societies, and 
that the current crop of ‘upstarts’ 
must be brought sharply to heel.  
Most also believe that the 
Regime has overstepped its 
bounds by persecuting     
sorcerers and that it, too, 
must be shown its place in 
the order of things.  This 
movement is generally  
associated with great 
pomp and egotism, which 
it certainly has its share of. 

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “All true power 
comes from wisdom and 
true understanding; those 
who pretend to power by 
any other means deceive 
themselves.” 
 

Revolution 
A movement existing primarily 

among younger sorcerers, the true  
believers of revolution want to destroy 

the current system entirely, in favor of   
something else.  Most have dreams of some form 

of sorcerous “Utopia” - some have plans, while others 
have only dreams.   Many revolutionists believe, in the romantic 
fashion, that the vices of civilization are the cause of corruption.   
True revolutionists support emotion, passion, individualism and 
religious mysticism. They are often painted by those outside 
their movement as being strongly attracted to anything that 
smacks of morbidity, cruelty, or chaos.   

• Quote: Quote: Quote: Quote: “Habit strikes out against freedom, and man has     
developed many habits; of hierarchies, secrets, and lies.  We 
will cast down these falsities, and build a new world.” 

„Sorcery is a force of corruption·a moral, physical, and spiritual disease.‰ 
-Sir Benjamin Baugh, A Ruritainian Report  



Setting Our Stage 
Ruritania is a kingdom that lies directly between Saxony and 
Bohemia.  It is a German nation, though Germany itself is        
divided in some forty separate states.  It is a Catholic nation, 
though Protestants, Russian Orthodox, and deeply heretical 
groups all practice and worship within it’s borders.   It is a rich 
nation, though many of it’s nobles have been impoverished by 
changing political times.    It is a calm nation, though it maintains 
that outward calm only through notable censorship and the 
threat of the secret police.  It is a progressive nation, though 
there are those within it’s borders that practice some of the most 
ancient and regressive of skills. 
 

Outlining T he Action 
Ruritania is a game of factions, intrigue, and 
action.   A player in Ruritania can look 
forward to taking part in a great many  
of interesting scenes.   For instance, 
your character might: 

• Be inducted into Be inducted into Be inducted into Be inducted into one of the 
five secret societies, whether 
as an honest member or as a 
spy for the regime.   

• Be part of a raid Be part of a raid Be part of a raid Be part of a raid on a 
coffee house, public 
house, or brothel where 
those who speak against 
the regime gather - on 
either side. 

• Use Sorcery Use Sorcery Use Sorcery Use Sorcery to handle 
burning coals, leap 
great distances, channel 
eldritch energies, bind 
ghosts, or to surround 
yourself  with an aura of 
power and authority. 

• Engage in daring chases Engage in daring chases Engage in daring chases Engage in daring chases 
through the moonlight streets 
and over the rooftops of the city 
of Streslau. 

• Duel your mortal foe Duel your mortal foe Duel your mortal foe Duel your mortal foe on the balcony 
of grand mansion, while those within 
dance away the night. 

• Plot the assassination Plot the assassination Plot the assassination Plot the assassination of someone who stands in 
the way of your beliefs - whether a prominent member of 
government, the ringleader of a hidden circle of illegal    
printers, or whomever else stands in the way of the truth as 
you see it. 

• Seek out a hidden agent Seek out a hidden agent Seek out a hidden agent Seek out a hidden agent in the revolution, placed there to 
drive the hidden plotters into the open, to bring them new 
orders - or false ones. 

• Break open the barrowBreak open the barrowBreak open the barrowBreak open the barrow----mound mound mound mound of an ancient witch, and face 
down the  spectral remnants of her power.  Take the artifacts 
committed to her grave, either for use in your own studies, or 
to deny them to your enemies, who may interrupt your work 
at any moment. 

Our Year of 1844 
It is a time of rapid technological change, but society is slow to 
adapt. Although social stratification is starting to crumble as the 
balance of power moves from the aristocracy to the middle 
classes, few realize the extent of the changes being made.  
• Gas, Steam and Electricity: Gas, Steam and Electricity: Gas, Steam and Electricity: Gas, Steam and Electricity: Steam is replacing horse power 
and the sail, and electricity competes with it to provide the 
next great wave of power supply.  In large cities, gas is the 
preferred form of lighting, though  it produces a flickering 
yellow flame not much better than oil and candles.   In 
Ruritania specifically, gaslighting is in the process of 
becoming a reality. 
• Weaponry: Weaponry: Weaponry: Weaponry: The proto-revolver has just recently come into 

common use, as has the packeted bullet - shot and 
ball in a paper sleeve together.   Sabers, swords, 

and similar bladed weapons remain quite 
popular as well; at the same time, 
u nu su a l  c omb ina t i o n s  a nd 
experimental weapons are also 
common; spectacular failures are 
more common that successes, 
but the work continues on.  
Laws for control of firearms 
exist in Ruritania, but can 
not be properly enforced 
for concealed weapons.    
Ruritania has no edged 
weapon control laws 
whatsoever, and it is quite 
common for members of 
polite society to carry 
weapons which they have 
the skills to use in a lethal 
manner.   
• Transportation: Transportation: Transportation: Transportation: Outside 
of rail, transport is mostly         
horse-drawn; bicycles are 
only just coming into fashion. 
To make up for it, there are 

efficient  messenger services, and 
small cab and carriage stands are 

relatively common in towns and in the 
city itself.   

• Entertainment: Entertainment: Entertainment: Entertainment: Much is often home-made; 
the phonograph is still more of a curiosity than a 

serious rival to live music. Common hobbies include 
photography (which goes by a great many names based on 
the type of print and chemicals used), various forms of 
collecting, handicrafts, and gardening. The main sources of 
‘massed’ entertainment are Theatre and Opera, which are 
very popular indeed. 

• The Occult and the Insane: The Occult and the Insane: The Occult and the Insane: The Occult and the Insane: Occultism and Insanity are both 
topics of great and popular interest in this period.   No few     
secret societies exist - though only five are believed to have 
sorcerous power - and any number of gothic pretenders can 
be found in any civilized area.  Twarvecht Asylum is just 
beginning to become a true place of medicine rather than a       
fancily-named prison, and insanity itself is a topic discussed in 
many upper-class debates.   



What Is T his? 
Ruritania is a roleplaying game.    All roleplaying games are 
about pretending to be someone you are not (a character) in a 
structured setting.  Roleplaying can take place in either a 
‘tabletop’ or ‘live’ venue, and this game allows for both - this  
distinction will be given greater coverage as the game expands.  
In this game, the players will be pretending to be people living 
in a fictional country known as Ruritania - often, people with 
sorcerous powers or heroic abilities. The structure of the setting is 
provided by both these rules and by the organizer(s) of the game.    
Certainly, there’s more to say on this topic. However, space is 
limited here; more detail will be available in the ‘Light’ and 
‘Complete’ rulebooks.  
 

 T he System 
This game operates under a roleplaying system 
that  is unusual in that  it is not random. Most 
roleplaying systems, tabletop or live, use 
dice, cards, or handsigns as a means of 
getting a random, probability-based 
answer to the question “does it 
work?”.   This game, instead of 
using random elements, has a 
“blind” system of resource 
management. Players expend 
the energy, or effort, of their 
characters against that of 
others, or of the world itself, 
to obtain what they want – 
of course, characters only 
have so much energy to use, 
so managing it cleverly can 
be quite a challenge.  
 

YouÊll Need⁄ 
To play this game, you will need 
the rules, pencils, paper, a place to 
play, and some friends.  Though not 
strictly necessary, the clear character 
records to be found in the ‘light’ and 
‘complete’ versions of the book will also be of 
great value.   There are a great many additional 
resources that are highly desirable, especially if you are 
playing the game live-action; these can include costuming for 
players, character records that are clear and easy to read, a 
great venue, blank business cards, hours of preparation time for 
the organizer, and much else besides.   Most groups start off fairly 
simple when playing any live-action game, and build up the 
other resources of the game as they go.  
 

Changing T he Rules 
Many roleplayers enjoy refining the games they play to fit their 
own style, a trend that can only be encouraged.   Any potential 
organizer that would like additional system material and tools 
for modifying this system will find it rewarding to look to the 
Active Exploits system, available from Politically Incorrect 
Games (www.pigames.net), upon which this system is based. 

A Work In Progress 
This game is currently under development; involvement,        
suggestions, and criticism of this first look will all be extremely 
welcome as the setting takes on further detail.  The author, Levi 
Kornelsen, maintains an electronic presence on the Politically 
Incorrect Games forums, as well as visiting a great many other 
online roleplaying forums, and is almost continually open to new 
ideas, suggestions, and any kind of constructive criticism.  At the 
present time, it is anticipated that this setting  will go through 
three further stages of expansion.  From this preview, the setting 
will be built up  
1.1.1.1.    A ‘light’ version of the game and rules, somewhere in the 
range of thirty-two to forty pages; this release is intended to 
span only the material that would be necessary to play in a 
Ruritania game.     

2.2.2.2.    A ‘complete’ version of the game and rules that is 
expected to span some one hundred and twenty 

pages.   This release is intended to flesh out 
the setting, giving plenty of material for 
both players and organizers.    
3.3.3.3.    Further support to the complete 
book will include any required  
errata, answers to frequently 
asked question, and possibly 
other material, but is still in 
the planning stages at the 
time of this preview.    
 

 Setting Rights 
The specific version of the 
“Ruritania” setting herein is 
the intellectual property of 
Levi Kornelsen.  Use of this 
setting for roleplaying           
purposes, and creation of both 
fiction and theatre, interactive 
or not, is considered fair use, so 

long as no taxable profits are         
gathered through this means and no 

products which compete with or can be 
confused with the original setting itself are 

created.  In nice, plain, language:  Don’t use my 
work in a way that hurts it, and I’ll have no reason 

to be anything but happy that you read it.  If you want to try 
and make money on it, you will need my permission to do so.   
And, please remember that the base  mechanics of the game (the 
system) are a separate ‘property’ from the setting in many ways, 
as described below. 
 

System Rights 
This product was designed as a variant of Active Exploits        
Diceless Roleplaying, under special license. Politically Incorrect 
Games is not responsible for and does not necessarily endorse 
any content herein. Active Exploits is copyright 2002-2003 by 
Brett M. Bernstein and Politically Incorrect Games.   All rights 
reserved. Active Exploits is a trademark of Politically Incorrect 
Games.  For more information, visit http://www.pigames.net. 
 



Who Will You Be? 
To enter Ruritania, you will need to first create a character.   
Building your character and fleshing out their capabilities is 
done by making all of the decisions listed here: 
• Are you a sorcerer?: Are you a sorcerer?: Are you a sorcerer?: Are you a sorcerer?: The first decision you will need to make is 
whether or not your character uses sorcery.  If you are, you will 
need to choose a sorcerous society from those one the next 
page—all sorcerers in Ruritania are educated in one of these 
traditions, even those that are self-taught from the pilfered 
books of the societies, and have never met a member of their 
own society.   If you are not a sorcerer, then you do not need to 
choose a society; however, you will only have access to the 
basic ‘magic skills’ - that is, the skills that indicate sensitivity 
to and resistance against magical effects.    

• Convictions: Convictions: Convictions: Convictions: These are chosen features 
which take the form of positive and 
negative personality traits. By     
playing out your convictions, your 
character recovers from fatigue 
and dementia.  You will chose 
one heroic conviction 
(charitable, daring, faithful, 
merciful, or resolute), then  
one villainous conviction 
(ambitious, disdainful,        
slothful, militant or 
vain), and then you’ll 
choose an interpersonal 
conviction (bigoted,      
gregarity, meddlesome,  
nemesis, or paramour).     

• Faults: Faults: Faults: Faults: These features  
represent some specific 
problems or difficulties 
which your character 
possesses. Faults can take 
different forms, and can be 
acquired from excessive 
injury or dementia during 
play.  Chosen at creation, they 
will grant your  character added 
skills.  Faults include some physical 
disabilities (crippled limb, easily 
winded, bad sight, fragile), and mental      
eccentricities (suspicious, politesse, mania, 
fixative), as well as social stigmas (exposed dissident, 
powerful enemies, crippling debt, onerous reputation).    

• Numbers: Numbers: Numbers: Numbers: The process of assigning numbers to govern those 
aspects of your character which are ruled in that fashion is 
discussed in the next column.  The importance of assigning 
these numbers carefully can be paramount; the more often 
your game delves into high-tension situations that will need 
to be resolved with systems and numbers, the more important 
these ratings will be to you. 

• Details: Details: Details: Details: Your character will need a name; they will need    
personal habits, relatives, and a place of origin (whether a 
specific area of Ruritania, or a country outside of it).  Some of 
this detail will need to be set before entering play - other 
details may be added after the game has begun to run. 

T he Numbers 
In addition to what your character believes and thinks, you will 
need to determine what your character can and can’t do, in a 
system measured by numbers.   From a numerical standpoint, 
your character will possess faculties, skills, talents, and pools.  
• Faculties: Faculties: Faculties: Faculties: There are five faculties (Acuity, Countenance, 
Grace, Magic, and Physique); these represent the basic kinds 
of potential that your character has. The following numbers 
are assigned, one number to each faculty: 1, 1, 2, 2, 3; the 
higher the number, the better your character is at that  par-
ticular kind of things.  A faculty sets the amount of effort your 
character can spend in each round, scene, or game (depending 
on faculty) on skills of its type before it begins to tire your 

character.   
• Skills: Skills: Skills: Skills: A skill represents a specific thing that 

your character is experienced in and has 
developed proficiency at. There are 
twenty-five skills in all, grouped up 
according to the faculties they are 
associated with, though your 
character will not necessarily 
possess all of them. A skill is 
listed as a bonus from one to 
five; a bonus of zero            
indicates no knowledge or 
training in an area, while a 
bonus of five would be a 
virtuoso that others would 
be utterly astonished by. 
A skill is added as a bonus 
to effort used in order to 
accomplish tasks based 
upon it.   For each faculty, 
you will set one skill at +2, 
and two skills at +1.  You 
will then choose three      
further skills, based on any 
faculty, and assign them the 
ratings of +3, +2, and +1,        

respectively.  All your remaining 
skills will have a rating of +0. 

• Talents: Talents: Talents: Talents: A talent represents some 
specific thing that your character has 

learned, such as the capacity to speak in    
another language or perform a ritual. Talents 

either give your character the ability to attempt trials 
they normally couldn’t (for example, a fencer may take the 
ability to disarm opponents as a talent), or may allow them to 
do  certain things without requiring a trial at all. However,      
Talents do not normally give a bonus to, or allow added use of 
effort in, any trials.  Choose three talents at character creation, 
but never more for any skill than the amount of it’s bonus. 

• Health: Health: Health: Health: Health is used to indicate your character’s general 
state. There are three different Health “pools” (Fatigue, Injury, 
and Dementia) and each governs a different aspect of your 
character’s condition.  All three of these pools have a fixed 
level at creation; the closer to “empty” they are, the better 
your character’s current state is. 



T he Five Societies 

T he Cruciform Balance    Also called „The Scales‰ 
The Cruciform Balance was originally formed by heretics from both the Catholic and Russian orthodox 
churches, fleeing from dictates of excommunication and execution. While clearly a product of the 
Christian belief structure, and still generally similar to it in many ways, the Cruciform Balance numbers 
many odd beliefs including the original creation of woman before man, the equality of Yahweh (god) 
and Shaitan (the devil), and much else besides.  Members of the Cruciform Balance are required to     
possess at least a +1 rating in the subterfuge and lore skills, and are allowed access to the warped rites 
and invocations that compose the magical skill of Sacristy. 
• Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Devout Soldier, Diabolical Nouveau Riche, Philosopher, Preacher. 

T he Mechanists Also called „The Hammers‰ 

Invention and creation through secret knowledge is the lifeblood of the Mechanist Union. These crafters, 
engineers, and metalworkers have long maintained a secret lore which has enables them to surpass the 
normal limits of wood, iron, and coal, hiding it among their “guild” cant and coded into plans and designs.   
The inventions of the Hammers are enhanced by the bent and fragmented souls of the dead, harvested in 
the night from those graves and haunts not guarded by the church.  Members of the Mechanists are    
required to possess at least a +1 rating in the academics and tinkering skills, and are allowed access to 
the profane artificer’s techniques that make up the magical skill of Thanatism. 
• Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Apprentice Crafter, Engineer, Laborer, Mathematician, Mechanic. 

T he Trueborn Also called „The Thrones‰ 

Some are born with the blood of kings. Among the aristocracy, there are those that have inherited power 
above and beyond simple wealth and political influence. The powers of kingship and lordhood rest with 
them, and the Thrones glory in their power. However, the weight of their ancient heritage, tied to the 
Vyrlakos of myth, manifests it's cursed nature within them - the trueborn must regularly drink of, anoint 
themselves with, or bathe in human blood, lest they wither swiftly into old age and death.  Members of 
the Trueborn are required to possess at least a two of the Countenance-based skills at a +1 rating or 
higher, and are allowed access to the  tainted arts of Dominion. 
• Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Barrister, Demimondaine, Dilletante, Fugitive Heir, Opium Fiend. 

T he Society of the Illumined   Also called „The Eyes‰ 

The Illumined believe that only by collection and distillation of the most ancient lore can truth be      
understood. The society studies ancient, bleak texts, and chases down artifacts of lost cultures. They 
maintain worship of a pantheon of gods that includes modified and overlapping deities from Sumeria, 
Greece, Egypt, the Norse, and many other sources - gods which they believe are both purely symbolic 
and quite real, representations of their own inner strengths and weaknesses.  Members of the Illumined 
are required to possess at least a +1 rating in the academics and research skills, and are allowed access to 
the powerful, but dementia-inducing, magical skill of Channeling. 
• Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Antiques Dealer, Archaeologist, Foreign Priest, Professor, Scholar. 

T he Elder-Wise     Also called „The Hands‰ 

Folklorists, hedge witches, and students of peasant superstition make up the Elder-Wise. Through study 
of the many applications of common ancient beliefs, the Hands have condensed and created a simple 
oral tradition of instruction. The Hands pass on their skills in the form of simple peasant stories, which are 
memorized, then expanded and clarified, in countless repetitions, until impressive knowledge is gained 
thereby - while some gather these tales into books, most Elder-Wise prefer that their knowledge be 
kept more carefully.   Members of the Elder-Wise are required to possess at least a +1 rating in the     
eloquence and lore skills, and are allowed access to the special magical skill of Folk Rituals. 
• Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Some Character Concepts: Author, Druid, Nanny, Poet, Professor.  



T he Nature of Sorcery 
Five types of magic exist in Ruritania - one for each of the five 
secret societies players may join.   While many sorcerers have 
proposed and discussed possible links between these various 
arts, no method has yet been found to combine these five various 
paths of magical ability.  The five types of magic are: 
• DominionDominionDominionDominion: This is the magic of supernal authority. This         
authority can take the form of an aura of enforced respect, the 
ability to bend others to your bidding, the capacity to         
mystically enforce deals and contracts, or an ability to grant 
some of your own authority to others. The standard talents 
from which users of dominion choose their abilities are Aura, 
Decree, Oathing, and Signet  

• Folk Rituals: Folk Rituals: Folk Rituals: Folk Rituals: The magic of folk ritual is passed 
from user to user in the form of stories that 
inspire and instruct their students in the 
ancient magics of the natural world, 
the elements, and those creatures 
born of those same forces. The 
talents from which users of folk 
rituals choose their abilities 
are: The    Firebird, Helmut 
And The West Wind,       
The Caves Of The                   
Nibelungen, and Seven 
Mermaids.  

• Channeling: Channeling: Channeling: Channeling: The Eyes 
bind together all       
divinities into one    
universal pantheon, 
and all ancient wisdoms 
into a singular practice. 
Their practices allow 
them to channel that 
divine   wisdom and exert 
it on the world as they 
perceive it to be. The      
talents from which users of 
channeling choose from are: 
Celestial Attunement, Sage 
Understanding, Binding of Lower 
Forces, and Mastery of Humours  

• Sacristy: Sacristy: Sacristy: Sacristy: The rites of sacristy call upon 
ancient practices of the church, used and 
honed to a fine edge. The Scales would say that 
God empowers their rites to a greater degree than He 
empowers the rest of the Church, and that this is proof that 
their faith is nearer to the truth than the practices of the more 
common churches. The talents from which users of sacristy 
choose their abilities are:  Blessings, Dedications, Exorcisms, 
and Sermons.  

• Thanatism: Thanatism: Thanatism: Thanatism: The Hammers teaches their members that every 
soul that passes on leaves behind some remnants of itself, shed 
as it goes into the next phase of it's existence. These wasted 
fragments of energy and self may be used as part of the     
crafting of physical items, creating fantastical thanatic goods. 
The talents from which users of thanatism choose are:            
Barrowtrap, Bleaksteel, Phantom Fire, and Reaper's Edge.  

Trials, or, How To Do Everything 
A trial is an instance where a player attempts something they 
may or may not succeed at. Trials are resolved as follows:  
 
1. 1. 1. 1. The player tells the player they are attempting to affect what 
they are attempting to do. If they are attempting to do            
something that affects the environment, they instead inform an 
organizer or assistant.  
 
2. 2. 2. 2. The parties involved determine what skill is being used on 
either side of the equation (and, because skills are tied to         
faculties, the faculty is automatically determined as well). If the 
player is attempting to affect “the world”, then the organizer or 

assistant will have their own ratings prepared to 
choose from (in many ways, “the world” is 

treated as a character for this purpose).  
 
3. 3. 3. 3. Both parties, on a count of three, 
display a hand with zero to five 
fingers extended. This indicates 
how many effort they’re putting 
towards the task that this trial 
is meant to resolve.  
 
4. 4. 4. 4. Both parties add the  skill 
bonus that applies to the 
effort they’ve put forward. 
The highest total wins the 
trial; if the character that 
initiated the trial has won, 
then their effect occurs. If 
the other party wins, the 
effect fails.  
 
5. 5. 5. 5. Both parties make a note 
of how many effort they 
used, and which faculty the 
effort was tied to. If they have 
used more effort in the game, 

scene, or round (depending on 
faculty) than the faculty allows for 

free, they take Fatigue equal to the 
amount by which they have gone past 

that number.  
 

Conrad Attacks Phillipe...  
1.1.1.1.    His player tells Phillipe’s that this is what he is doing.     
2.2.2.2.    They note that Conrad will use Fisticuffs to hit, and Phillipe 
will use Athletics to dodge. These are  Physique skills.     

3.3.3.3.    On the count, Conrad shows two fingers; Phillipe shows three.     
4.4.4.4.    Conrad adds his Fisticuffs of +3 (a total of five); Phillipe adds 
his Athletics of +1 (a total of four). Conrad wins; Phillipe is hit.     

5.5.5.5.    Conrad’s physique is four. He doesn’t tire. Phillipe checks his 
physique, which is two; he takes one fatigue.      

• Immediately after, in the same round, Phillipe’s ally Garmond 
stabs at Conrad. If Conrad uses more than two effort, he’ll 
begin to tire, since he’s already used two of the four effort he is 
allowed on physique trials this round. 



It is 1844, in Europe.   Germany is shattered into many states, most 
ruled by absolute monarchs.  Ruritania is such a state, and the King 
rules forcefully.  By means of censorship, chokingly restrictive laws, 
military force, and secret police, the regime holds the nation solidly in 
an iron grip. 
 
Dissidents seeking allies and hiding-places have infiltrated and joined 
with secret societies, and have discovered what was long kept hidden: 
T hey have found the power of sorcery. 
 
Now, in the night, the forbidden books of magic are reproduced on   
illegal printing presses.  T he libertines and bohemians, minds whirling 
with absinthe and opium, practice their liberated magics in the alleys 
and the attics, preparing, teaching, reading. 
 
T he austere dignity of magic has been broken, and the elder statesmen 
and trueborn ladies of the craft work to recover what they have lost, 
to channel the surging force that their teachings have become. 
 
And, in the halls of power, at the throne and in the court, across the 
pulpits and confessionals of the land, the rejoinders are made and the 
hunters are set to their tasks. 
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